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Revolutionaries, teenagers, shamans and priests, criminals and actores, people with mental disorders or ashamed to express themselves. Each 
one of these types, can be connected by a small object, a symbol, that caracterizes a big part of humanity and, as mutable as its expressions over 
the centuries, it keeps changing and evolving: the mask.

In most of the cases, in naming "mask", some of the first concepts that the word might remind, are probably centered in lie or at least, in mystery.

We tend to interpret the mask as a method to hide ourselves from others and to not reveal one or more aspects of ourselves.

The roots of masquerading are old and universal (from the theatre of ancient Greece, to the several carnival rites) and have various interpretations, 
conflicting and common beliefs usually have a strong relevance in the general opinion: therefore, in an occidental modern world, in whose rituals 
are increasingly more explicit and appealing, is the mask really just one more method for lying and hiding?

Man is least himself when he talks in his own person. Give him a mask, and he will tell you the truth. - Oscar Wilde



You can also find a confirmation in those disguises that don’t have a purpose other than playful and the celebration of the costume, 
like in the fields of historical restitutions, live dramatization or cosplay (from the crase of the terms costume and play, is the practice 
of recreating and wearing the clothes of a character from a movie, comics or animated series, and much more), all the activities and 
hobbies that lately seem to have attracted an increasingly diverse circle of fans.

In this case, the mask wants to be a method of personal expression that goes from the simple presentation of a figurine precisely made, 
until the creation of an entire world and new characters and, in a sort of mix of genders, the performance is connected.And theatrical 
art to ritual disguise.

In the four examples presented in the exhibition, the mask seems to be capable of breaking the more common stereotype of masquerading, 
whose purpose is just to hide one’s identity; in these situations, in fact, once worn, being physical or imaginary, it becomes a method to 
communicate (and not to hide) one’s own condition, in the attempt of making understand something about one’s self or of establishing 
a dialogue on a par.









ALESSANDRO DI GIAMPIETRO

(previous pages)

MIKADO 
2018; mixed media (bamboo, pongo, cement, pigments); variable dimensions

FICTION03
2014; fine art Print on cotton Hahnemühle Photo Rag Baryta 315 g/m2; 107x150cm

COSE NOSTRE
2019; fine art print on Cellulose Permajet Smooth Pearl 280 g/m2; 40x60cm

(on the left)

VILLAE
2019; fine art print on alfa-Cellulose Permajet Smooth Pearl 280 g/m2 mounted on aluminum 1 mm + 
Nielsen aluminum glossy frame; 41,5x30cm; with frame 44x32cm



BUGAN
2019; fine art print on alfa-Cellulose Permajet Smooth Pearl 280 g/m2 mounted on aluminum 1 mm + 
Nielsen aluminum glossy frame; 41,5x30cm; with frame 44x32cm



Man is least himself when he talks in his own person. Give him a mask, and he will tell you the truth.
                         Oscar Wilde
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JULIEN GALLARDEAUX DE GOMES

1 - Mr. P
2020; oil on paper; 21x15cm

2 - Vera
2020; oil on paper; 21x15cm

3 - Paulo
2020; oil on paper; 21x15cm

4 - BuЯno 
2020; oil on paper; 21x15cm

5 - El Juli 
2020; oil on paper; 21x15cm

6 - Poppy 2
2020; oil on paper; 21x15cm

7 - AB DOOM
2020; oil on paper; 21x15cm

8 - GDMN
2020; oil on paper; 21x15cm

9 - Poppy
2020; oil on paper; 21x15cm

10 - Yeroc
2020; oil on paper; 21x15cm







PAOLO GONZATO

(previous pages)

OUT OF STOCK
2020; wall painting (can be costumized); 320x440cm

(on the left)

OUT OF STOCK
2018; cropped photograph; with frame 34x34cm

(next pages)

OUT OF STOCK
2020; acrylic paint and spray on cardboard; 70x50cm

OUT OF STOCK
2020; acrylic paint and spray on cardboard; 70x50cm





LIDIJA KOLOVRAT

(on the right)

Ritual
2020; fine art print; 90x60 cm

(next pages)

Learning from Greeks
2020; textile printing; 900 cm





If you’re interested in having more information or to know about other works available, please contact us: info@cabanamad.com

Rua da Misericórdia 66, 1º dto - 1200-273 Lisbon - T. +351 213420861 - info@cabanamad.com
Business hours: Thursday 11am - 8pm, or by appointment


